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marxist- leninist

scientific atheism
and the study of religion and atheism in the ussr

james thrower

This study presents the first attempt from within the
discipline of religious studies to articulate and assess the
Soviet contribution to that discipline. It examines the Soviet
claim that the Marxist-Leninist approach to the study of
religion is the only valid one, in that it constitutes the true
“science of religion.”

From an examination of the theory as it is found in the
classics of Marxism-Leninism the author moves on to
delineate the main outlines of Soviet studies of religion
and atheism from the Revolution of 1917 to the present day.
Here again Thrower breaks new ground, as no serious study
has yet been made of what Soviet Marxism-Leninism today
refers to as “scientific atheism”—that aspect of the Marxist-
Leninist world-view which deals explicity with religion and
atheism.

Bibliographical surveys relating to the Soviet studies of
Buddhism, Christianity, and Islam are included as appen-
dices to this volume.

Since Soviet work in religious studies has, for the past sixty
years, been carried out in virtual isolation from Western
scholarship, and Russian sources have hitherto been largely
inaccessible to Western scholars, this book, which presents
the author’s own translations of those original Soviet sources
which Soviet scholars themselves regard as being most impor-
tant, will be invaluable to the serious historian of religion.

(Religion and Reason 25)
1983. xxviii+500 pages ISBN 90-279-3060-0. Cloth $62.90
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Christ Outside the Gate:
Mission Beyond Christendom

By Orlando E. Costas

Maryknoll, N.Y., Orbis, 1982. 238 pp. $12.95.
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The book is divided into two parts. The first looks at mission from theunderside of oppression, as a Latin American sees it. The second is fromthe perspective of the marginalized Hispanic minority in North Ameri-ca.

Four of the six chapters in the first part have been translated from theoriginal Spanish. The subjects range from a discussion of the incarna-
tion as the theological base for contextualization in mission (chap 1 )
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’ a Latin American peasant, aCambodian refugee, he writes to dramatize his insistence that Chris-
tian mission today must begin with contextualizing after the pattern ofthe incarnate Christ who emptied himself and bore affliction as “theoffering servant, identified with the poor and the oppressed. Butincarnation without the resurrection is only half a mission, he quickly
adds, recovering h,s theological balance. For “the true identity of JesulChrist ,s not determined by our cultural identity,” much less by Marxisteology but by the New Testament." How else, he asks, can theppressed be sure that their Christ is not as much a distortion as theoppressors Christ which they reject?
That blend of appreciation and reserve is typical of the essays It is theway he analyzes the church growth school of missions. Is church growth

really the test of mission? Well, yes and no. As an indispensable!
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penultimate tool, yes. But as the ultimate test, no. For growth itself
needs testing, he says, and forthwith suggests four helpful ways to
distinguish a church that is growing, from one that (to quote Ortiz) is
simply getting fat.”

No book on mission from the Hispanic perspective would be complete
without serious attention to liberation theology. Costas devotes an
!™P°*"tant short essay (chap. 8) to “The Prophetic Significance of Third
World Liberation Theologies.” Not limited to one chapter, the libera-
tion theme runs through the book as pervasively as the counter-motif of
evangelical fervour through which Costas filters it. The one always
challenges the other in his thinking.

The whole church, he asserts, is deeply in debt to the liberation
theologians, and he is proud of their Latin American base. They have
rightly challenged orthodoxy to recognize the authenticating demands
of orthopraxis; “faith without works is dead.” They have shaken
theology out of passive thought into transforming, vitalizing action.
They have prodded “ethically impotent” ecclesiastical structures into a
compassionate and responsible preference for the poor.

But he reminds us, in passing, that Latin America’s own missionary
hero, Bartolome de las Casas, more than three hundred years ago threw
himself into much the same kind of crusade for the oppressed, and about
the more modern liberation model, Costas has some criticisms to make
It has a tendency, he points out, to define orthopractice only in
ideologically political terms, usually Marxist. Its view of human nature
is overly optimistic. The result is a latent universalism of grace and
salvation which undercuts the biblical balance of grace and judgment
therefore it gives the impression that human engineering of political
and social structures will be enough to bring in the kingdom, given the
benign but distant approval of an all-merciful God.
The book is never dull. It is an excellent introduction to the controver-

sial side of mission issues, striving always for honesty and fairness to all
viewpoints, but as is often the lot of the mediator, perhaps not quite
succeeding m satisfying the disputants that he has an adequate resting
place of his own. In the longer footnotes where he attempts to answer his
critics at some theological length, he is not always convincing.
And yet, despite occasional repetitions and minor inconsistencies that

are inevitable in a collection of essays written over a considerable length
of time, and despite what seems to at least one reader from Asia to be an
overstatement of North America’s imperial faults and an understate-
ment of South American responsibilities for some of its own predica-
ments, this is one of the best books available for an understanding of
current attitudes in mission studies. His critical comparison of two
recent conferences on mission, ecumenical Melbourne and evangelical
Pattaya, for example, and the thirty-two pages of selected bibliography
at the end of the book, are of real worth. The book is to be recommended
to everyone interested in the present state of the world Christian
mission.
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Princeton Theological Seminary
Princeton, New Jersey

Samuel Hugh Moffett

The Bishops and the Bomb:
Waging Peace in the Nuclear Age

By Jim Castelli

Garden City, Doubleday, 1983. 283 pp. $7.95.
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